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Economics, Fourth EditionW W Norton, 2005

	For the Fourth Edition of this innovative text, 2001 Nobel Laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz again joins forces with one of the world's top monetary economists, Carl E. Walsh, who brings both macroeconomic expertise and teaching savvy to the project. Together, Stiglitz and Walsh thoroughly integrate contemporary economics into the traditional...
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Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach (Eighth Edition)W W Norton, 2009

	The #1 best-selling intermediate microeconomics text in the world is still the most modern and contemporary.


	Varian is “the Adam Smith of the new discipline of Googlenomics.”â€•Stephen Levy, Wired

	

	For over 20 years Hal Varian’s Intermediate Microeconomics has...
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The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our BrainsW W Norton, 2010

	“Is Google making us stupid?” When Nicholas Carr posed that question, in a celebrated Atlantic Monthly cover story, he tapped into a well of anxiety about how the Internet is changing us. He also crystallized one of the most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the Net’s bounties, are we sacrificing our...
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Arguing with Zombies: Economics, Politics, and the Fight for a Better FutureW W Norton, 2020

	
		An accessible, compelling introduction to today’s major policy issues from the New York Times columnist, best-selling author, and Nobel prize–winning economist Paul Krugman.

	
		There is no better guide than Paul Krugman to basic economics, the ideas that animate much of our public...
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Deep Creek: Finding Hope in the High CountryW W Norton, 2019

	
		"How do we become who we are in the world? We ask the world to teach us."

	
		On her 120-acre homestead high in the Colorado Rockies, beloved writer Pam Houston learns what it means to care for a piece of land and the creatures on it. Elk calves and bluebirds mark the changing seasons, winter...
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Conscience: The Origins of Moral IntuitionW W Norton, 2019

	
		How do we determine right from wrong? Conscience illuminates the answer through science and philosophy.

	
		In her brilliant work Touching a Nerve, Patricia S. Churchland, the distinguished founder of neurophilosophy, drew from scientific research on the brain to understand its...
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The Last Job:W W Norton, 2020

	
		“[Bilefsky] is a brisk, enthusiastic storyteller.… [A] meticulously researched procedural.” ?Laura Lippman, New York Times

	
		Over Easter weekend 2015, a motley crew of six aging English thieves couldn’t resist coming out of retirement for one last career-topping heist....
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The Role of the Scroll: An Illustrated Introduction to Scrolls in the Middle AgesW W Norton, 2019

	
		A beautifully illustrated, full-color guide to scrolls and their uses in medieval life.

	
		Scrolls have always been shrouded by a kind of aura, a quality of somehow standing outside of time. They hold our attention with their age, beauty, and perplexing format. Beginning in the fourth century, the codex?or...
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Nervous States: Democracy and the Decline of ReasonW W Norton, 2019

	
		In this age of intense political conflict, we sense objective fact is growing less important. Experts are attacked as partisan, statistics and scientific findings are decried as propaganda, and public debate devolves into personal assaults. How did we get here, and what can we do about it?

	
		In this...
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Underland: A Deep Time JourneyW W Norton, 2019

	
		National Bestseller • New York Times “100 Notable Books of the Year” • NPR “Favorite Books of 2019” • Guardian “100 Best Books of the 21st Century” • Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award

		

		From the best-selling,...
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Try Common Sense: Replacing the Failed Ideologies of Right and LeftW W Norton, 2019

	
		Award-winning author Philip K. Howard lays out the blueprint for a new American society.

	
		In this brief and powerful book, Philip K. Howard attacks the failed ideologies of both parties and proposes a radical simplification of government to re-empower Americans in their daily choices. Nothing will make...
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Fault Lines: A History of the United States Since 1974W W Norton, 2019

	
		Two award-winning historians explore the origins of a divided America.

	
		If you were asked when America became polarized, your answer would likely depend on your age: you might say during Barack Obama’s presidency, or with the post-9/11 war on terror, or the culture wars of the 1980s and 1990s, or...
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